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Anchorage
Connectors



FP05
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FP3730

FP02/ FP03/

FP242/ FP09/3

FP06

FP05EXT

MOVING ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

FIXED ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

FLEXIBLE ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

Anchorage connectors are just another example of the wide product assortment offered by North.  These types of connectors can be as varied as the
places in which they are used.  Some are portable, some are designed to move along with the worker and some are fixed.  From beam anchors to anti-
rollout D-rings, North has you connected.

• Adjustable to accommodate a wide variety 
of I-Beams

• Designed for use with self-retracting lifelines 
on horizontal I-beams

• Removable at any point of the beam

• Travels with user to eliminate the swing fall

Features/Benefits

Part No Description

FP05 Beam trolley that mounts anywhere on a suitable metal beam - Minimum turn radius 
of 12" (30mm) - Fits widths of 2.3" (50mm) to 6.5" (165mm)

FP05EXT Extends fit of FP05 to 8.5" (190mm)

FP06 Gliding beam anchor that mounts anywhere on a suitable metal beam - Can be dismantled 
in seconds and moved to a new location or job site - Lightweight - fits 4" (100mm) 
to 12" (300mm) widths Stainless steel construction with easy-to-use D-ring connector

Part No Construction Gate Opening (W) Width (X) Length (Y)

FP3730 Bolt on D-ring 4-1/4" (197mm) 2-15/16" (75mm) 2-13/16" (71mm)

• Design to couple fall arrest lanyard to anchorage

• Each Flexible Anchorage connector 
has min strength of 5,000lbs (22kN)

• Can be used for a variety of fall 
arrest applications

Features/Benefits

• D-ring shape reduces rollout possibilities

• Mounting hardware required

Features/Benefits

Part No Description Length

FP02/ Cable Sling - 1/4" (6mm) galvanized steel cable 3', 4', 5' or 6'
with swaged eyes at each end - PVC coated against corrosion (0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m or 2m)

FP03/ Pass Through Anchor Sling - 2" (50mm) heavy-duty nylon web 3', 4', 5' or 6'
with small D-ring which passes through the large D-ring to (0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m or 2m)
form loop around anchor

FP04/ Pass Through Anchor Sling - 1" (25mm) nylon sling material with 3', 4', 5' or 6'
1 D-ring that is used as the anchor connector when the webbing (0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m or 2m)
is loop around anchor

FP242/ Spectra® Web Loop Sling - Tiny’n Tough (T’nT) Sling 2', 3', 4', 5' or 6'
is made of revolutionary Spectra webbing for lightweight, (0.6m, 0.9m, 1.2m, 
small size and exceptional strength - 3/4" (19mm) web can be used 1.5m or 2m)
without additional protective materials in concrete forming

FP09/3 Residential anchor sling - heavy-duty nylon web 3' (0.9m)
Available

Only
in Canada


